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menstruation see periods
mental health
anxiety 165–166
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problems sleeping 154
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negative talk 36
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negative talk 36
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natural supplements 164
negative talk 36
Nicole, Serena 130
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nose jobs 65–67
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salt 77–78
sugar 78–79
vegetables 80, 84
vitamins 85
what to eat 72
nutritional value 72
“one size fits all” 5
online communication 57
see also social media
organic foods 120
orthorexia 129
outdoor activities 148
outward focus 185–186
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relationship to teenagers 170
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sanitary product options 21–23
personal stories see stories
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pesticides 120
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meaning of 138–139
mental health link 144–146
rest and sleep 151–153
sports and other activities 143–144
too much exercise? 149–151
physical dependency (addiction) 122
picture editing 7
body-positive advertising 188
in the media 49–51
perfect presentation 49
plastic surgery see cosmetic surgery
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pornography 58–59
portion sizes 123
positive talk 36
positive thoughts
appreciating your body 34–36
body image 2, 4
importance of accepting yourself 177
loving your body 45
media literacy 56–59
thinking outside yourself 185–186
potassium 77
preservatives 80
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puberty
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and body image 27–28
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breasts 14–16
development and social expectations 16
first period 20–21, 24–25
genitals 16–17
hair 13–14
hormones 17
meaning of 11
self-acceptance 28
skin 12
weight gain 26–27
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purging food 127
race
development during puberty and social
expectations 16
Lena May’s story 43
relaxation practices 161–162
religious beliefs about vegetarianism 89
respect and clothing choices 60–62
revealing clothing
parental disagreements and image choices
60–62
sexually revealing pictures 58–59
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science
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screen time 153
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importance of 177, 178
puberty 28
see also loving your body
self-care 40–45, 158
challenges and the need for extra self-care
163–169
girl power 169–171
meditation 160–161
mindfulness 158–159
other ways to relax 161–162
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yoga 159
self-compassion 37, 134–135, 178
self-consciousness 11, 18–19, 179
self-criticism 44, 178
self-presentation
media literacy 56–59
on social media 55–56
see also picture editing
sexting 58–59
sexual harassment 38–39, 40
sexually revealing pictures 58–59
shaming
body shaming 8
leaning to feel good 31
shaving 14
siblings, comparing yourself to 46
sleep
and electronic devices 153
getting enough 151–153
problems sleeping 154
snacks 101, 184–185
social circles 55–56
social comparisons
changing our thinking 178
“grass is greener” 19
media images 52–53
media literacy 57
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social media 19
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fitness experts 140
fitspiration 138–139
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picture editing 49–51
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vulnerable teens 56
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surgery see cosmetic surgery
sweat 12
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therapy, for depression 164
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underweight 94, 96
unprocessed foods 89
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see also picture editing
unsaturated fats 74
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vagina, changes during puberty 16–17
veganism 87–90
vegetables 80, 84
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vending machines 184–185
vitamins 85, 164
vulnerable teens 56
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water retention 77
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weight
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doctor’s advice 100
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